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REVIEWS. 

Les D?buts de la Critique Dramatique en Angleterre jusqu' ? la 

Mort de Shakspeare. Par Harold S. Symmes. Th?se pr? 
sent?e pour le Doctorat de l'Universit? de Paris?Lettres. 

Paris : Leroux, 1903. Pp. xiv, 276. 

As the title of this thesis indicates, the author seeks in the pro 
ductive activity of Elizabethan England but the beginnings of 
dramatic criticism. He realizes that a 

searching and comprehensive 

theory of the drama can exist only after an era of creation. Never 

theless, conscious that Englishmen of the sixteenth century must 

have had some ideas concerning national literary tendencies, his 

hope is to find in their expressed opinions, however sporadic and 

superficial they may have been, the fruitful seeds of the later critical 

system. 

In his investigation Symmes goes back to mediaeval times, and 
even to the early days of the Church ; since the animosity then 

exhibited against the drama?the spirit of the Middle Ages, as he 

calls it?was to meet in play and counterplay throughout the whole 

Elizabethan period with the other great influence moulding dra 

matic criticism?the spirit of the Renaissance. Thus the adverse 

attitude of the Fathers becomes, as it were, the basis of his study. 
And though the treatment of this part of the subject unfortunately 
does not individualize the work of the different leaders in the differ 

ent centuries, it serves to elucidate all later moral criticism of the 

drama. For views similar to those of the Fathers prevailed in 

England, and were accepted as valid by the Puritans. But side by 
side with those religious reformers there lived in Elizabethan Eng 
land men possessed with other ideals?the followers of the Renais 
sance. To the ethical ideal of the one was opposed the aesthetic 

standard of the other. In the latter lies Symmes' main concern. 

Consequently he carefully traces its development from the time 

when it first appeared in its crudity and insufficiency?for it was 

not ready to hand, a heritage of the past, as was the other?till it 

took on a deeper and more self-conscious tone. The first, or forma 
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tive period of this criticism, as Symmes divides it, extended to the 

year 1577, when strong expressions of mediaevalism called forth the 

first piece of true criticism in England?Sidney's Defense of Poesy. 
From this noble beginning the development of dramatic criticism, 
in definiteness, originality, and nationality is traced in the work of 

Nashe, Meres, and even th? chance jests on the Spanish Tragedy 
and Tamburlaine, until, just before the arbitrarily chosen limit of 

the study, it reached its greatest profundity in the scattered though 
consistent comments of Ben Jonson. The author's conclusion is 

plain. Although in England the outworn ideas of mediaeval life 

prevailed longer than in France or Italy, and although English 
men, in superficiality and diffuseness, showed a self-evident lack of 

critical taste, nevertheless in that early age the seeds, at least, of 

later theory were slowly maturing. 
For the support of this thesis the author has brought to light 

several documents. One is the Woork of Joannes Ferrarius Montr 
anus 

touchynge the good-orderynge of 
a Commonweale, translated in 

1559 by William Bavande, which assigns to the drama, in virtue of its 

many benefits, a position in a well-governed state. The opposite con 

clusion is reached in Geoffrey Fenton's Forme of Christian Polieie 

(1574). But most important of all is the work of Martin Bucer, 
De Honestis Ludis, written about 1551, which maintains the possi 
bilities of the drama as a moral teacher, and the superiority of 

sacred history over profane as a source-book for both comedy and 

tragedy. Curiously, however, Symmes apparently makes no men 

tion of that other passage of Bucer where the evils of miracle-plays 
are recognized.1 These three discoveries are printed in appendices, 
and as proof of their value it is sufficient to say that even Prynne, 
the encyclopaedic Puritan compiler, did not know of their existence. 

Before considering the nature of Symmes' work as a contribution 

to knowledge, a word may not be irrelevant in regard to its make 

up. In places the work shows lack of care in details. Literal 

accuracy in quotation has been attempted, but often not realized? 

as in the important quotation from Thomas Twynne. One might 

object, also, to seeing the familiar titles of Puritan tracts translated 

into French, fearful lest his own name might be some day so irrev 

erently handled?Fisher to P?cheur, or Carpenter to Charpentier. 
These are mere details, but details of accuracy and good choice are 

not to be slighted. 

1Ptalm0rum Libri Quinqu?, p. 365. 
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Although the author, not only in these three discoveries, but also 
in his treatment of other rare books, has thrown new light on each 
of the great influences affecting the English theatre, his sense of the 
Puritan movement is less fair than that of the revival of aesthetic 

appreciation. It remains for him, even till the end, a mediaeval 

question. He is quite right in dwelling on the words of the Fath 
ers ; for one familiar with English feeling knows how pertinent they 
were. But Symmes does not lay stress on the fact that between the 

days of the Fathers and of the English Puritans there was a time 
when the clerical warnings were not truly applicable. In the so 

called Dark Ages there was no secular drama in existence, and, in 

spite of church censure, the miracle-plays held wide popularity, as 

the testimony of Fitzstephen in Stow's Survey, and of William of 

Wadington in his Manuel des P?chiez, and the very edicts of eccle 
siastical councils, prove. It was not till the sixteenth century, or 

perhaps slightly earlier, that conditions at all analogous to those in 
Rome arose. Then against the existing drama a home-nourished 

sentiment, whose original inspiration may or may not have been 

clerical, spread throughout the Puritan classes. It was more real, 

therefore, than mediaeval sentiment, and more universal, owing to 

political conditions, than the Fathers'. Indications of this revived 
sentiment appear in the fourteenth century sermon against the 

stage, reprinted in The English Drama and Stage, and reasons for 
it may be found in the social and economic, as well as in the spir 
itual, tendencies of the country. History thus gives the rationale of 
the movement, a rationale one 

might have presupposed, had its wide 

diffusion been adequately traced. And history, again, can defend 
from the charge of plagiarism the author of The Refutation of the 

Apology for Actors. To be sure, he reproduced verbatim three 

separate passages from Stubbes. But so also did Northbrooke, 
without acknowledgement, quote from Bishop Alley, a fact un 

known to Symmes ; and so did the author of the Third Blast quote 
not only from Thomas Twynne, but also from that very work of 
Fenton which Symmes, though oblivious of its relations to the later 

attack, brought to light (Third Blast, p. 149). These facts make 
it plain that all useful arguments were regarded as common prop 

erty by reformers. To such details one must attend to gain insight 
into the Puritan spirit, and, because the author has often passed them 

by, the originality and true cause of the Puritan movement are 
obscured. 

Such treatment demonstrates that the author's sympathy lies with 
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the aesthetic criticism of the period. Thus he accepts more readily 
than he otherwise would Fleay's conjecture in regard to the author 

of the Third Blast, for which the only confirmation known to me is 

Gosson's ambiguous and dubitable statement. Thus, also, he assigns 
too great an influence to the publication of Sidney's Defense (p. 115). 

For his main concern is with the Renaissance activity in dramatic 

affairs, and in this his appreciation is sound. His deductions in the 
matter may not be radical, nor even unexpected ; but the facts pre 

sented are 
convincing?even where weakened by 

a 
merely enumer 

ative arrangement?casting light on a subject heretofore too little 

considered. And, above all, the author has not attempted by 
amplification or exaggeration to assign to his material a value 

greater than it deserves. 

Elbert N. S. Thompson. 
Yale University. 

On the Text of Chaucer*s Parlement of Foules. By Eleanor 

Prescott Hammond. Chicago, 1902. ( University of Chicago 
Decennial Publications VII.) Pp. 25. 

Four years ago Miss Hammond won for herself some distinction 
as an investigator in the field of Middle English by her discovery in 

the library of Trinity College, Cambridge, of a Christmas mumming 

by Lydgate (Angl. 22. 364-374). Her latest contribution to schol 

arship, if less striking, is even more creditable, resting as it does on 
no gift of lucky chance, but on laborious investigation and clear 

reasoning. The extent of her labor is suggested by the fact that 

her study is based on a collation of the entire text of Chaucer's 

Parlement in the fifteen mss. published by the Chaucer Society. 
The stemma which Miss Hammond establishes agrees in the main 

with that indicated by Koch on the basis of a partial collation, in 

Angl. 4, Anz. p. 97, and reprinted by Heath in the Globe edition 

of Chaucer's Works. Four additional mss.?Caxton, Seiden, Pepys, 

and Cambridge University Library, Hh. 4. 12?are included, and a 

slight change is made in the relationship of the mss. in the C group. 
This change consists in the association of Longleat with Digby 
rather than with Tanner, as indicated by Koch ; but this association 

does not begin till after line 75. For the first 75 lines of the poem 
Miss Hammond argues a common affiliation of Longleat and Tanner 

to a ms. of the group represented by Fairfax and Bqdley. But 
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